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1. Introduction 

The present paper continues the investigations of the 

scattering matrix and the spectral shift function of 

a scatteri~g theory of maximal dissipative operators. 

The scattering theory of maximal dissipative opera

tors was developed i~ [14,15]. In these papers the wave 

operators were introduced and a definition of the com

pleteness of the wave operators of maximal dissipative 

operators was given. The scattering operator was defined 

in [15] and the investigation of this object was started 

there. A detailed representation of a dissipative scat

tering theory can be found in (19). 

An attempt to define the notions of the scattering 

matrix and the spectral shift function as well as to 

clarify their interplay was undertaken in ~7,20,18], 

where a maximal dissipative operator and a selfadjoint 

operator which differ by a nuclear dissipative operator 

were considered. The aim of the present paper is to 

generalize these results to a pair of operators {H1,Hol 

consisting of a maximal dissipative operator H1 and a 

selfadjoint operator Ho both defined on a separable Hil

bert space ~ such that the resolvent difference belongs 

to the trace class, i.e. 

(1. 1 ) - i)-1 - (H - 1)-1 C i 1(~)'o 

where t 1(~ ) denotes the class of trace operators on ~ • 

To obtain such a generalization we start with a pair 

{T1,Tol consisting of a contraction T1 and a unitary 

operator To both defined on ~ such that their difference 
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belongs to the trace class. i.e • 

(1.2 	) •T1 - To Eo t 1(')' 

In the first.section of chapter two we introduce 

the wave and scattering operator for such a situation 

and derive a formula of the family of scattering matrices. 

The second section is Qoncerned with the definition of 

a spectral shift function and the verification of a trace 

formula for the pair {T1.Tol. It turns out that these 

considerations are independent of the assumption that 

T is unitary. In such a way we assume through thiso . 
section that To is a contaction on ~ , too. The results 

of this section essent~.ally are based on [21J. On account 

of the previous two sections we prove a certain Birman

Krein formula in the last section of this chapter. 

In the third chapter we try to obtain similAr re

sults for a pair of operators consisting of a maximal 

dissipative operator and a selfadjoint operator. For 

this business the main tool will be the invariance prin

ciple of wave operators and the Cayley transform. Using 

the invariance principle and taking into account the 

Cayley transform we find a formula of the family of 

scattering matrices and we carry over the results of the 

second section of chapter two to a pair of maximal dis

sipative operators. The Birman-Krein formula follows 

then 'directly. 

An attempt in the same direction was undertaken by 

A.V.Rybkin [22.23]. The results of A.V.Rybkin partially 

coincide with the results of [17,20,18]. Further publi 

cations of H.Langer [13) , R.V.Akopjan [2,3], V.M.Adamjan, 

B.S.Pavlov [1] and P.Jonas [8,9) are related to the sub

ject of this paper. 
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2. Contractive case 

2.1. 	Scattering matrix 

First of all we remark that the condition (1.2) implies 

the existence of the wave operators W+, 

(2.1 	 ) s-lim T-n ~ pac(T )W+ n~ +00 1 0 0 ' 

and W_, 
. ~ -n ac )(2.2 	) W s-l~m 1 To P (To'- n--,.+"" 

where pac(To) denotes the orthogonal projection from 

~ onto the absolutely continuous subspace ~ac(To) of 

the unitary operator To' A Theorem of this contents can 

be nowhere found, but it is not hard to see that such 

a theorem should be the discret version of Theorem 2.1 

of [161. Consequently, transforming the considerations 

of Theorem 2.1 of [161 into a discrete language we obtain 

a proof of the above mentioned existence assertions. 

Moreover, following the same line we get the existence 

of the dilation wave operators,W±, 

.n n ac( )(2.3 	) W+ s-lim U1 To P To' 

- n .... .:!: "" 


where U denotes a minimal unitary dilation of T1 defined1 
on the dilation space de. , 1 ~ "at 

If the wave operators W+ exist, then we call the 

triplet" ={T1,T ;I} a scattering system in the folo

lowing. 


The scattering operator S of the scattering system 


1\ is defined by 


•(2.4 	) . S W+W_. 
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n it C it -1
C2.11) '$ (e ),. C - CB T 1 - j e ) BC, 

~)o 1. Taking into account Proposition 14 of [4,p.57] it 

is not hard to see that the limit r(eit ) ,. o-lim ~ (eit ) 
S .. 1

"exists for a,e. t" [O,2"1J mod '.1. 
Theorem 2.,h. Let L2U, ,1.1 ; \ t' i ) be a spectral represen

tation of T~c and let tT(eit)hE.A. be the family of scat

tering amplitudes of the scattering system lT1,T~.Il 

which obeys (1.2). Then there is a family of iS9metries 

lv(eit)}Ul.' VCeit):(ima(M(t»---,-f> ~t' tEA, such 

that the representation 

(2.12) T(eit ) ,. 21v(eit JlM( t ) e-it rCeit)~ V... Ce·... ) 

holds for a.e. t E. A.modl.l. 


Remark 2.2. It is quite possible that the set 8 = 

= It Eo b.: M(t) oJ has a positive Lebesgue measure. In 


this case we set V(eit ) 0 and T(eit ) '" 0 for every te.& • 


The proof essentially follows the considerations of 


Theorem 2.15 and Corollary 2.17 of (17). Therefore we omit 


the proof. 


Corollary ~.3. If the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are valid, 


then we have 


(2.13) T( eit ) €. t 1() ) 

for a. e. t E. it. mod 1.1 • 


Proof. The relation (2.13)immediate1y follows from 


Theorem 2. 1•• 


2.2. Spectral shift function 


In distinction from section one through this section To 


will denote a contraction on ~ , too. 
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The aim of this section is to define a spectral shift 

function for a pair of contractionstT1.ToJ. An attempt 

in this direction was made in [17,20,18] for a dissipative 

situation. In the language of contractions these results 

can be expressed as follows. Let ~r be a set of functions 

defined by the condition that their elements -( ( .) awni t 

a Fourier decomposition 

+"<11 

(2.14) 'f (z) :; L a zl,
l1"'-00 

z (;'.lr1 ,. tz E.(: Izi 1} such that the condition 

+"<11 

(2.15) C hall < + 00
1=-,,<> 

is fulfilled. Introducing the functions Of +(.) €. OJ 1'T-(2.16) 'f+(z) =L a 1 zl, 
1=0 

and ~ _( • ) • E: OJ,1' 

...::.l. 1(2.17) '( ( z) = L Z- )al- 1=-00 

z Go T 1, we decompose I( (.) into a sum of two functions. 

(2.18) 't (z) :; 't +(z) + If _ (z) , 

z 6. It1• The c()ndit.i~n (1.2) yi e1ds 

(2.19) 't+(T1) + 'C(T~) - 't +(To ) - 'f _(T~) E. t 1(~) 

for every 't(.) E:. OJT1' If in addition to (1.2) the de

fect operators D'I' =-VI - TiT1" DT- =1 I - T1Tr • 
1 
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DT =1 I - ~T; and DT'" ="";1 - To~ belong to the 
o 0 

trace class, then there is a real measurable function 

fL(') 6. L1([O,2Jl) such that the trace formula 

(2.20) trt't+(T,) + '( _(T~) - '( +(To) - 'C(T:)} 

= rfL(t) ~ '«eit) dt 

holds :for every ~ (.) c OJ... ,. The function f (.) is 

called a spectral shift function of the pair tT"Tol and 

is defined by (2.20) up to an additive constant. The 

function f4(') admits the representation 

(2.21) }let) z -lim ~ 1m log det{I + (T1-To){To-Seit)-') +
S.1 A 

+ const. ' 

for a.e. t. €lO,2i)mod 1.1 • where we have assumed 


lim log deteI + (T1-T )(T - z )-1) .. O. 
o oIzl...,+
If the condition (1.2) is fulfilled but the defect 


operators do not belong to the trace class. then it is 


quite possible that the representation (2.21) makes sense 


but the spectral shift function defined by (2.21) is 


even not locally sWDmab1e. Hence the trace formula (2.20) 


loses its meaning. But from standpoint of applications 


it is natural tD demand that the defect operators belong 


to the Hilbert-Schmidt class and to have some trace :for


mula. The following considerations give a solution of
, 
this problem. 

The solution was obtained by taking into account 


ideas of L.S.Koplienko, who trys in [11] to define a 


generalized spectral shift function and to legitimate a 
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modified trace formula f9r selfadjoint operators which 

differ by a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. In [21] the results 

of L.S.Koplienko were extended to unitary operators and 

to pairs of selfadjoint operators such that the resolvent 

difference belongs to the Hilbert-Schmidt class. 

In the following we apply these results to a pair 

of contractions which differ by a nuclear operator. In 

this connection we will see that the problem to define a 

spectral shift function for a pair of unitary operators 

under a Hilbert-Schmidt perturbation or for a pair of 

contractions which differ by a nuclear operator is es

sentially the same. 

For further considerations we restrict the set oa~1 

to the set 1~, which elements are characterized by 

.+
(2.22) L 121all < +"0. 

1=-.... 

Theorem 2.4. Let i T1 ,To} be a pair of contractions on ) 

such that the conditions 

(2.23) I - T~To e. t1(~) 


and 


(2.24) I - T1To· E. ;t 1() ) 

are fulfilled. Then there is a real measurable function 

~ (.) £ L1{[0,211) such that the formula 

(2.25) tr{(T
1
-z)-1 - (To-z)-1) 

2l" it\ S (t) e ,,+ z x eit dt 
o 
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holds for every z E. &: with I zl > ,. The function S (.) is 

defined up to an additive constant by (2.25). For every 

't (.) E. 1""1 1. the condition (2.19) is fulfilled and we 

have 

(2.26) tr N+(T,) + '( _(T~) - '( +(To) - '( -(~)J 

2T 2 

= - ~ 3 (t) ~'«eit) dt. 


o dt 

Proof. We prove Theorem 2.4 in several steps. 


,. i~e conditions (2.23) and (2.24) imply that the con


t~ctions :1 and To are Fredholm operators such ~hat the 


condition (1.2) is fulfilled and the defect operators 


DT ' Df!. DT and DT.belong to the Hilbert-Schmidt class. 

, , 0 0 


To prove these assertions we use the formulas 


.. .
(2.27) 21 -	 T1TO - ToT, ~ 

I - T~T1 + (~-T:)(T1-To) + I - ~To e ct.1() 

and 

(2.28) 21 -	 T1 T•o - ToT1• = 

,. I -	 T1T~ + (T1-To)(T~-T~) + I - ToT; ,,'t 1(~ ). 

But 	 (2.27) and (2.28) immediately ilIlply I - T1Tfe;c 1 (~), 

I .:. ~T1 6 t 1(~ ), I - ToT: €: 't 1(~ ) and I - '~To e 
~ 'it. 1('\ ). Hence the defect operators belong to t 2('\ )~ 
Taking into account Lemma 5.19 of (14) we find that T1 

and To are Fredholm operators. The formula T1 - To = 

• T,(I - T!To) - (I - T1T:)T shows that we haveo 

- To I. 't , (~ ).
TJ 
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2. To apply [21] we introduc'e special unitary dilations 

U1 and U of the contractions T1 and To' respectively.o 
It turns out that the matrix-construction of a unitary 

dilaticn described in the book of C.Foias and B.Sz.-Nagy 

[61 is very useful for our purposes. In accordance with 

this construction we introduce the dilation space at, 
+00 

(2.29) 	 dl= (±) 'lj. 

j=-oO' 


'1 j = ~ , ~ = 0 o±1 ,:!;2, ... , where the original Hilbert 


space ~ is identified with 1o. and define the uni tal"Y 


dilation Uj of Tj by 


(2.30) I 0 	 I 0 0 0 0 

0 DT -T j
• 0 0 

j
T 0DT~ 0 


J

j 

0 	 I 0 

0 I 

j 0,1. Taking 	into account the results of step one we get 

(2.31) - €. i 2(~ ).U1 	 Uo 

In accordance with (21) we define G '" U1U~1 and we use 


the representation G = eiD• D G ;t 2(~ ). Because of Corol


lal"Y 2.4 and formula (2.69) of [21] we obtain a real 


measurable function 'I. (.) €.L 1([0.2jj) such that the relatiol'l 


1 -1 -1 -1 eiD_e-iD -1J(2.32) tr~(U1-z) - (uo-z) + (Uo-z) 2 Uo(Uo-z) 

21 it 
,. ~ 	 h (t) e + z eit dt, 

o t. (eit_z)3 

\zl '11, holds. 

Il 



3. Our next aim is to calculate the left-hand side ex

pression of (2.32). Taking into account (2.30) a long 

but straightforward calculation proves 
iD -iD 1tr{(U _z)-1_(U _z)-1+(U _z)-1 e -e U (u _z)-1(2.33) 100 200 

= tr{(T1-z)-1_(To-z)-1+,i(~0+FDT ) (T -z)-2j,o. 0 

I z I > 1. wp.ere B and Fare given by 

(2.34) E T1T* - T T1* + DT.DT~ - DT~DT. 
o 0 1 0 0 1 

and 

(2.35) F = T1DT - DT*To - ToDT + DT*T1• 
o 1 1 0 

We remark that we' have E f. "t 1(~ ~ and FDTo& i 1(~ ). 

4. We assume that To is an isometry. i.e. To = Vo with 


V~Vo = I. From (2.32) - (2.35) we find 


(2.36) tr{(T1-z)-1 - (V -z)-1 + ~BVo(Vo-z)-2}o

2~ it 
~ II (t) e + z eit dt 
o L (elt _ z)J • 

I zl> 1. The operator Y ~ - i E is nuclear and selfadjoint. 


If Po(.) is the spectral measure of the unitary dilation 


of Vo' then we get 


?X it 
(2.37) i tr(YVo(V _z)-2) = i \ ite 2 dtr(YFo(t» 

o 0 (e - z) 

2I it 
'0 ~ (t~.tr(Y) tr(YF (t» 

(e
eit + zeit dt 

o _ z)J • 

Iz, '> 1. Defining i (.) by 
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(2.38) -get) ~(t) + tr(YFo(t» - ~x tr(Y), 

t €.[O,21.] we have S (.)(L1([O,21]) and 

(2.39) tr«T - z)-1 - (V - z)-1)1 o 

?X it 
= \ i (t) e + z ei t dt 

(eito - z)' ' 

'zl> 1. Obviously, the functiou l (.) is e. real one. 

5. We assume now that To is a ~o-isometry, i.e. To = Vo 

with VoV:= I. Then the pair t~~,V:~ fulfils the assumptions 

of the previous step. Consequeutly, there is a real 

measurable function ~ (.) €. L 1([o,2.1) such that the for

mula 

2Jt it 
(2.40) tr«T~-z)-1 _ (V~_z)-1) ~ .I, (t) e +z eit dt 

o (elt_z)3 

Izl> 1, holds. Taking the adjoint of (2.40) we get 

1 1 21 -it 
(2.41) tr( (T1-z)- - (V -z)-) \ J., (t) e +z e-it dt 

o 0 (e-lt_z)J ' 

I zl>1. Settingz = z and let) = J.,(2K-t), tf.[o,2KJ, we 

obtain a real measurable function! (.) €; L 1([o,211) 

obeying (2.39) • 

6. We solve the general case of two arbitrary contractions 

T1 and To satisfying (2.23) and (2.24). To this end we 

introduce the polar decompositions = sign(Tj)ITjl,Tj 
I Tj I =--/TjT j', j = 0,1. On account of step one T1 and To 

are Fredholm operators. Hence we have def(sign(T.» = 
J 


dime ~ e ima( signeTj») "'- + 00 and nul( signeT j» = 


dim(ker( signeT j») < +-.., j = 0,1. In every case the 

l:i 



operators sign(T1) and sign(T ) are extendible to someo
isometries or co-isometries V1 and V such that the re

• 0 

presentations T1 = V1'T1' and To ~ VolToi are valid. Now 

the pairs \T1.v11. {v1.vol. {TO' Vol fulfil the assumptions 

of step four and five. Summing up the corresponding for

mulas we prove (2.25). 

7. Taking into account T1 - To Eo t 1(~) we prove (2.19). 

Prom (2.25) we obtain 
2J. 

(2.42) tr(Tk _ Tk) jc2 ~ 1 (t) eikt dt.
'1 0 o 

k ~ 1.2 ••••• But this equality implies 

d22X it 
(2.43) t:I;'('( +(T1) - '( +(T » = - s ! (t) ~ 't +(e ) dt.o o dt 

'(.)E:~T1. Taking the adjoint from (2.42) we get 

2l. 2 
(2.44) tr('t_(T·1) - 't (T"o» = - ~ let) L,..'( (ilt) dt. 

- '0 ~~-

Summing up (2.43) and (2.44) we prove (2.26). 

8. To prove the uniqueness of 1 (.) it is sufficient to 

show that for every real measurable function S (.) ( L1(to. 21 J) 

the condition 

?~ it 
(2.45) ) ~ (t) e + Z elt dt .. O.lto (e - Z») 

1.1'> 1. implies S (t) const •• But from (2.45) we get 

~ 
ikt dt(2.46) \ Set) e ~ 0 

o 
for every II: .. ±1 .±2. • • •• Hence we get S (t) .. const. • • 

In the following we call a real measurable function 

S (.)6L1(JO.2]J) obeying (2.25) or (2.26) an integrated 
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spectral shift function of the pair {T1.T61. We note that 

the integrated spectral shift function is defined up to an 

additive constant. 

Let Pr(t.s) be the Poisson kernel. 

21 1 - r(2.41) Pr(t.s) 
Z,f 1 + r2 - 2rcos(t-s) 

t.s ~tO.21), and let 1 (.)£ L1([O.2J.]). If the limit Sol! (s). 

(2.48) S"'(s) lim - ~x~ (t) h Pr(t.s) dt 
rt1 0 

...
exists at s £ (0.21.). then we call ! (s) the generalized 

derivative of 1 (.) at the point s, (0.21) •. It.is possible 

to show that if the ~sual derivative l'(s) of 1 (.) exists 

at the point s. then the generalized derivative exists also 

at s and both derivatives coincide. Le. S.... (s) = 1 '(s). 

Theorem 2.5. Let iT1.To} be a pair of contractions on ~ 

such that the conditions (2.23) and (2.24) are fulfilled. 

If ) (.) denotes an integrated spectral shift function of 

{T1.Tol. then for a.e. t' [0.21] modl.1 the generalized 

derivative l'" (t) exists and we have 

1(2.49) 'S'" (t) -lim~ Im log det(I+(T1-T )(T _r- eit )-1),
r~1 A 0 0 

where-we have fixed a branch of the logarithm by the con

dition lim log det(I + (T1 - T )(T - z)-1) = O. 
. \z\..., +00 0 0 

Proof. Because of T1 - To C't 1(".:, ). which follows from 
. 1

(2.23) and (2.24). the determinant det(I + (T1-T )(T -Z)- ).o o

\zl> 1. makes sense. We get 


(2.50) "iz log det(I + (T1 - To)(To - z)-1) 

) -1 )-1)-tr«T1 - z - (To - z • 
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I z I> ,. Taking into account (2.25) we get 

(2.51) 	 log det(I + (1', - 1'0)(1'0 - z)-') • 

2X d eit 
.. -i S ! (t) dt it dt, 

o 	 e - z 

hi> ,. Hence we obtain 

(2.52) if 1m log det(I + (T, - To)(To - r-1eis)-,) .. 

21 

.. \ ~ (t) i.r Pr(t.s) dt, 


o 

s (, (0.2).]. 

It remains to establish the existence ot 

-lim _).1 1m log det(I + (1'1 - 1'0)(1'0 - r-1eis )-1) tor a.e. 
rt1 
s t (0.21.] mod 1.1. To this end we use the notion ot the 
-' 	 ~ 

regularized determinant det(I + .). which is applicable to 

Hilbert-Schmidt operators. For a detailed presentation ot 

this determinant the reader is retered to [7). Taking into 

account the tactorization (2.9) we get 

(2.53) 	 log det(I + (T, - To)(To - r-'eis)-') 

• log d;t(I + OB(T _ r-'.is)-'B) + o 

+ tr(CB(T 	 _ r-1eis )-'B) 
• 0 • 

O<r<', s«'[0.21.). Prom Proposition 14 ot [4.p.57] we 


tind that lim CB(T - r-1eis )-'B exists tor a.e. st[:o,2'11 modi.!
or" 	 ....,
in~. But the determinant det(I + • ) is continuous in 

the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Consequently. the limit 

lim det(I + OB(T - r-1eis )-1 B) 'exists tor a.e. s E [0,2):]o1"t1 
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mod J.I. For the same reason the limit lim d;t(I-CB(T,-r-'eis)B)rt,
exists tor 	a.e. s I. [0.21] mod 1.1. Hence we obtain 

(2.54) 	 lim d;t(I+CB(To-r-'eiS)-'B)lim d;t(I-CB(T1-r-'eiS)i)) 
rt1 r'1 

= lim expt-tr(CB(T _r-1eis )-'BCB(T ':r-1• is)-'B)
rt1 0 1 
.. 0 

tor a.e. sic [0.211 mod 1.1. But (2.54) implies 

11m det(I + OB(T - r-1eis )-1 B) ,. 0 tor a.e. sfo t 0.21] mod).).
"'1 o 
Consequently, the limit lim log d;t(I + CB(T _ r-'eis )-1 B) 

_ rt, o 
exists tor a.e. s fi. [O,2JJmod 1.1. It tollows that 

lim i Im log d~t(I + OB(T - r-1eis)-1 B) exists tor a •••ort1 
s £, to.2D mod 1.1. To show the efistence ot 

limJ Im tr(OB(T - r-'.is)-1 B)we us. Proposition 2 otont
[4.p.J3]. Considering the transtormation ")R1 ~ X---'l> 
~ 2 arc -ctg >.. .. t t [0.2).] Proposition 2 ot [41 can be 

tormulated as tollows. It g(.): [0.2).1 ~ d: is a tunction 

ot bounded variation, then the limit 

21 1
(2.55) lim \ 1\ -1 Is dg(t)

rt1 6 • - r • 

exists tor 	a.e. s, [0,2)) modl.l. Denoting by '0(') the 
o 

spectral measure ot a unitar,y dilation ot To we tind 

(2.56) 	 tr(CB(T - r-1• is )-'B) •o 

2I , 
• ~ 1\ -1 Is d(tr(CBPo(t)B»,

o e - r e 

O<r<', sli [0,21.1. Setting g(t) .. tr(OBPo(t)B), t£[O,21.]. 

it is not hard to see that g(.) is ot bounded variation. 
2lt 1 

Hence the limit lim~ Im \ 1\ -1 Is dtr(CB'o(t)B)r" ..... Oe -re
exists tor 	a.e. s~ [O,2X) mod 1.1 •• 

17 
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Theorem 2.5 shows us that the existence of the limit 

(2.21) does not require the additional conditions DT • 
1 

DT",. DT and DT", ",;t 1("a)' But if these conditions are 
1 0 0 

fulfilled. then normalizing the spectral shift function 
2); 

,IA(.) of {T1.Tol by the condition j f-(t) dt = 0 an inte

grated spectral shift function :s (.) of t T1 .T ) can beot 
obtained by the formula l (t) = ) /A(s) ds. t {(O,21:\. 

o 
Consequently. every integrated spectral shift function of 

{T,.Tol is absolutely continuous. Hence the usual deriva

tive I' (t) exists for a.e. t I: [0,21.] mod 1.1 and the equality 

:S'(t) .. -S*(t);o. ,P-(t) holds for a.e. t~(O,21Jmodl.1. 

From this point of view it seems to be quite natural' 

every function ,I-l (.) which differs from S'" (.) by a real 

constant to call a spectral shift function of the pair 

tT1,Tol, what we will do in the following. 

We remember that the spectral shift function fl(') 

can be even not local summab1e. To show this it'is suffi

cient to consider the Cayley ,transform of the maximal 

dissipative operators of Example ).10 of (20). 

At the end o~ this section we note that introducing 

a disribut~on theory of functions over 0"" ( T') !; ~1i l' 
regarding l ( .) I:. L1( [0,21) as a distribution:3 defined 

2lt 
by (l.'f) "" ~ S(t)'(t) dt, ~(.)aO""'CT1) andconsi

o 
dering the distribution derivative l' given by ( 1', 't ) 

= -( 3. "') the generalized trace formula (2.26) of 

Theorem 2.4 can be transformed into the form 

(2.57) tr {'f+(T1) + '( _(T~) - '( +(T ) - '( _(T!)}o

('S',If'). 

'( (.) f:. 0 - ( It 1). In accordance with the considerations 
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of P.Jonas [9] the distribution derivative l' of the in

tegrated spectral shift function 1 (.) can be called the 

spectral shift functional or the spectral shift distribu

tion of the pair tT,.To}' Following this'line the contents 

of Theorem 2.5 can be understood as the possibility to 

localize the spectral shift distribution at a.e. points 

of [o,2~1 modl.l. Hence the spectral shift function I·(.) 
of the pair {T,.Tol is none other than the a.e. modl.1 

localized spectral shift distribution of {T1.T }' But ito
is in general impossible to restore l' or S(.) from 

the spectral shift function l-(.). 

2.). Scattering matrix and spectral shift function 

We return to the situation. where To is a unitary operator 

on ~ .Our next aim is to generalize the well-known Birman
Krein formula to our contractive situation. 

To this end we remember if \UpTol is a pair of 

unitar.v op;rators on ~ such that the condition 

- To III ';(.1 (') is fulfilled. then a spectral shiftU1 
function p.(.) of the pair {ul'To1exists. which belongs 

to L 1([0.211) and in accordance with (2.21) can be repre

sented by 

(2.58) aCt) • -iim -T1 1m log det(I + (U1-T )(T _r-1e~~)-1)+
I rt1 0 0 

+ const. 

for a.e. 't I:. to.21)modl.l. The spectral shift function i8 

only defined up to an additive constant. Usually a certain 

spectral shift function ,,0(.) is fixed by the condition 

• 
~ 0 •(2.59) AI' (t) dt • -i tr(log(U1To»' 
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where by -ilog(U1T~» we denote that operator of 

-iLog(U1T!), which spectrum is situated in (-1,11], and 

is called the mean value of the spectral shift functions 
itof {u1 ,T l' The family of scattering matrices {so(e )3teAo

of the scattering system" 0 '" tU1,To;I} defined in 

accordance with section one consits of unitary operators 

in this case. Taking into account Corollary 2.) it makes 

sense to consider the function det(So(eit )}, tE:A • Now 
.,

M.S.Birman and M.G.Krein have established in [51, that the 

spectral shift function ~o(.) and the family of scattering 

"t }matrices {So(e~ ) t£ b. are related by 

(2.60) det(S(eit» '" e21i~0(t)
o 

for a.e. t eo A modl.I. 

To extend the Birman-Krein formula to our contractive 

situation it turns out necessary to introduce a new object 

which is called the characteristic function of a contraction 

and which was widely investigated by C.Foias and B.Sz.-Nagy 

in t61. In the following we deal with contractions T1 

characterized by the condition dim ker(T1) '" dim ker(T1>. 

Contractions of this structure allows a representation of 

the form T1 '" U1R, where U1 is a unitary operator on ) 

and R '" IT11. For this restricted class of contractions 

the characteristic function aT (.) can be defined by 
1 

(2.61) 9 T1 (Z) '" R - zVI7u~ I ~ zT.~, 

z E J) '" tZ € t : Iz I < 1}, where the values of aT (. > are 

1 


considered as bounded linear operators acting from 


(imatt./I-R2 '»- into itself. It is not hard to see -that 


the definition (2.61) is equivalent in the sense of 
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[6,chapter V, 2.4.) to the definition of the characteristic 

function given in [ 6,chapter V, 1.1). 

The characteristic function is an analytic contractive 

one, which completely characterizes the contraction T1• De

manding I - R E:. ';/. 1(~) we obtain ST (z) - I € ~1(\)
1

for every z G D. Hence it makes sense to define the complez:

valued function ~T (.), 
1 

(2.62) .S T (z) = det( GT (z», 
. 1 1 


z e. D. The complez:-valued function 4 T (.) is an analytic

1 

contractive one, too. But this fact implies that the limit 

8' T (li/it),
1 • 

(2.6) 8 (eit ) '" lim 6T (reit )
T1 r,1 1 

exists for a.e. H: [0.21] mod 1.\. 

Theorem 2.6. Let L2( A,I.\ ;~t.:f) be a spectral represen


tation of T~c and let {S(eit)lt Iii A. be the family of scat


tering matrices of the scattering system h '" {T1, T lI}
o

which obeys (1.2). Then there is a spectral shift function 

~o(.) of the pair tT1,Tol'such that 

(2.64) det(S(eit» '" 8 (eit ) e21i 'r°(t)T1 . 

holds for a.e. t ~ A mod 1.1 • 


~ We prove this theorem in several steps. 


1. On account of [10,chapter IV, ~51 and condition (1.2) 

'we find that T1 is a Fredholm operator with the propertJ 


nul(T ) '" def(T1). Consequently, the operator T1 allows
1
the representation T1 • U1R, where U1 is a unitary opera

tor on ~ and R = IT11. Moreover, we find U1 - T1 6. i 1(~ ) 

and U1R - U1 G. t 1("a)' 
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2. The considerations of the first step allow t'o divide 


the scattering system 1\ into two new scattering system 


1\, .. {T"U,.I1 and 1\0" {UpTo,Ilsuch that we have 


(2.65) det(S(sit» = det(S,(eit » det(So{eit » 

for a.e. t..; b. modl.l. where {s,(eit)ltE.o. and tso{eit»)tG6. 
are the f~ilies of scattering matrices of the scattering 

systems 1\ " and 1\ o' respectively. 'I'he fact that the spec

tral core~ of both families of scattering matrices are the 

same must ~e established but it can be easily done. 

By fLO(.) we denote a spectral shift function of the 

pair {U,.T } normalized by (2.59). If ! ,(.) denotes thea
integrated spectral shift function of the pair {T,.u,1. we 

choose the generalized deri vati ve S,*' (.) for the spectral 

shift function of the pair {T,.U,}. Setting 

(2.66) ,fl°{t) + •'t°(t) .. l,(t). 

t ~ [O,2lJ. we obviously define a spectral shift function 

of the pair {T,.Tol. Taking into account (2.65) and (2.60) 

it remains to show 

(2.67) det{S, (eit» gT (eit ) e2li l~(t), 

for a.e. teA modl.l. 

J. We prove the relation (2.67). To this end we apply 

Theorem 2.' to the scattering system A, .. {T1 .U,.I). Re

placing To by U, the 9perator-valued function e-itM{t). 

t ~[o.2Xl.can be represented by 

2 .. 
, (, - r ) B(2.68) e-itM(t) lim B ~ 2 u. itU

_ 1 rU e-it 
rt, c..A. I + r - r ,e , 

I 
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for a.e. t £ [0,21.1 mod \.1. The limit can be taken in the 

trace norm. Using this representation and the property 

T, .. U,R we get 

it(2.69) det(S,(e » D 

(, - r 2 )U,• 
.. lim det (I + B 2 ,., it _i i: B • 

r+' + r - rUle - rUle 

·{C - CB ' _, it BC}) ..T, - r e 

lim det( I - VI-r(. 2
, 

-
r2 
,. it -it J'I-iP • 

r+' , + r - rUle -rUle 

,

tI + .yI-R' T, _ -r---'e-it ~ U,;}I-R'}> 


for a.e. ttl! Amodi.'. We set 


(2.70) "Jt (10) ,. I + -VI-If. U,-.J I -R" • 
T,-z 


Izl>,.Wefind 


[Jt(z)1-' .. I - -VI-It u:-+z UfJI-Jt
(2.71) , 
and 


(2.72) det(lt (10» [det(I + (T, - U,)(U, _ 10)-')]-', 

\z I"'. Consequently. we obtain 

(2.73) det(S,(eit» .. lim det(I --V1- R' '_1 it u,"lI-R'
rt, U,-r e 

, _ r2 
- -VI-R' + r2 _ ru! it ...J I-R' ) . , it,e - rU e

•_detCJt{r-' ei t». 
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""" 


for a.e. t ~p,2~ modl.l. Hence we get We formulate the results and sketch the proofs only. 

~he main tool to obtain such a transformation is the 

(2.74) det(S1(e
it» " lim det(I --V I - H' h ..lI-If)· 	 Cayley transform 

• 	 rt1 1-re U
1 

itdet(Jt(r-1e ». D.2 ) ~j (H
j 

+ i)(H
j 

_ i)-1. 
tor a.e.t IO[O.2Jt.J mod 1.1. 

A simple calculation proves the equality 
j " 0.1. It is not hard to see that (3.1) implies the con

dition (1.2) for the Cayley transforms ~1 and ~o' In such 
(2.75) det( aT (reit» = det(I -~ (I+reitur).

1 	 a way the results of chapter one hold for the scattering 

system 1\" {T1.To;I~. The problem is to carry over these 
it,,) -1_ r,:-n"lR )'(1 - re T1 vI-n • 

results to the scattering system 2 "iH1.HolI}. Notice 

that under (3.1) the wave operators Q.+ 
Q4r<1. t~[o,2il. Using (2.75) we find 

D.) ) ~ ~ s-lim eitH•1 e-itHo pac(H ), 
(2.76) 	 det( eT (reit»[det( Jt(r-1eit»)-1 'I- t .... +_ 0 

1 and Gt_. 

0.4 ) SL "s-lim e-itH1 eitHo pac(H ) = det (I - -.Jr:R' 1 itt!;.""I-R' ). 	 - t"'"")T 0
1 - re , 

exist. where pac(Ho) denotes the projection from ~ ontoO"r "'. t ~[o.2:il. Putting (2.76) into (2.74) we obtain 
the absolutely continuous subspace ~ aC(Ho) of the self

1 it»(2.77) det(S,(eit » lim det( a (reit»det(Jt (r- e	 adjoint operator Ho' In section 2.1. it was remarked that 
.-.#1-'1 T1 det(Jt(r-ieit» under (1.2) behind W± the 	dilation wave operators W± exist.I'll 

The same can be said concernin~ the dilation wave operators 

obtain (2.67) •• 	 of B . See for instance ['6]. Taking into account the 

invariance principle [4. Corollary 26 p.24S] we obtain 

that the dilation wave operators of the scattering systems 

for a.e. tf.:[0.2l]. From (2.72), (2.49) and (2.6) we 

J. Dissipative case
I 	

In this chapter we transform the results of chapter two to l\ and 2. .coincide. But from this fact we get the equali 

ties '+ • ~. Hence the scattering operators S and i~ a pair {H1 ,Ho} of operators on ~ which consits of 	a 
1. ;,. .st~S\. :;f scattering systems 1\ and E • respectivelJ'.maximal dissipative operator H, and a selfadjoint operator 

Ho and which obeys the condition coincide. Moreover. the familJ' t~ (~) 1).u defined by 

0.1 ) .(H, - i)-' - (Ho - i)-1 G.~,(a). 	 D.s) 'l().) .. S(2arc ctg~), 
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--

). Eo N = {X ~ 1:.1 : .>.. = ctg(t/2), t ~ Aj is a family of scat

tering matrices of the scattering system R • Obviously, 

we have 

l' 
" 

(J.6) ! ( ~) - It €. ;t , (-l )
"12arc ctg), "d 

for a.e. ~ ~ N modl.l. 

By the transformation "! (X ) = ~ C : : i), ), (.1(', we 

obtain a new set of functions from TT1 which we denote 

by 'if" l' SiIl)ilarly, we introduce the functions 'Y + (.). A 
~ 

simple calculation shows the validity of 

(J.7) li.m (1 +.>..2)·~1()..) = -2 ~t ~(eit)lt=o = -2 '('(,).
>.......-') .t "'" 


i 
Hence we get a certain subset ";F 1 of r , setting

1K ~ 

(J.8) t!(.) t. "f 1: lim (1 + ).. 2) ~' ( >. ) 0].~~ 'III. A_too 

Supposing that Ho is also a maximal dissipative operator, 

Theorem 2.4 reads now as follows. 

Theorem 3.1. Let {H1 .H 1be a pair of maximal dissipativeo 
operators on'~ such that the conditions 

(J.9 ) (H~+i)-1 - (Ho-i)-' + 2i(H~+i)-'(Ho-i)-1 ~ t1(~) 

and 

0.10) (H1-i)-1 - (H:+i)-1 - 2i(H,-i)-1 (H:+i)-1 Eo i, (~) 

are fulfilled. Then for every "! (.) e. 1"'1 we have 
'it 
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(J.11) "'1+(H,) + ,!_CHt) - '!:i+(Ho) - 'lL(H:) Go i,(~). 

Moreover, there is a real measurable function S(.) be

longing to L'( 1ll1,(1+)..2)-2dX ) such that 

'Ia 111 ,.0.12) tr( :I.+(B,) + :L(H,) - '"'t+(Ho ) - 'i_(Ho» 

+.... 

- ~ S()" ),!"(). )dA 


holds for every "\I.. ( .) e:. :7' f' The function $ (.) is defined 
. 11.. 

by (3.12) up to a linear function. 

The proof essentially follows the considerations of 

chapter 3 of (2'1. 

In the following we call a real. measurable function 

.s (.) belonging to L'('l.1.(,+),.2)-2d )..) and satisfying 

(3.12) the integrated spectral shift function ~f {Bl .R )'o
We remark that the integrated spectral shift function is 

defined up to a linear function. 

Let 8(.) 6. L'(1ll1,(1+)..2)-2d )..). If the limit Slll(~). 

(J.1) • S" 0.) = -lim r1 (x) Vi . 1 2 2 - ! ~]dx.
Y-'t~Q -_ (Uti (x-)..) +,. .." '+ x 

Y '> 0, exists at the point >.. ~ .,', then we call S"'( ~) 


the generalized derivative of S (.) at the point ).. • .,'. 


Let e (.) be a smooth function on '1R' obeying 0" e(x) 16 " 


x,,,,, Sex) "', forx6t-'.11and 0(x) =Ofor\x\)2. 


Then we find that the generalized derivative S* (>..) can 


be expressed by 


(3. t4) s.. (). ) +"" ) d' 1 dx.-lim ~ So (x) e (x-).. <Ii' :1 (x_)..)2+ 2 
,..., +0. - a<o y 
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~~~l. Using this representation we can show that if the 

usual derivative S'()..) exists at X £\k1 of !> ().). 
then the generalized derivative S'" ()..) also exists at 

# 	

),. f.om. 1 and equals S I( >..), I.e. $ ,(.\) " s· ().). In 

such a way the generalized derivative of a line3r function 

exists at every point and equals a constant. 

Now Theorem 2.5 goes over into 

Theorem ~.2. Let \Hl,Ho} be a pair of maximal dissipative 

operators on ~ such that the conditions (3.9) and (3.10) 

are fulfilled. If S C.) denotes an integrated spectral 

shift function of the pair {H •Hol. then the generali zed1 
derivative S...O.. ) exists for a.e. ).. ~ 'lR,1 mod 1.\ • 

The proof is based on the fact that for every inte

grated spectral shift function !. (.) of the pair of 

Cayley transforms {T1.T01 there is a real constant such 

that we have 

().15) t"'(t)\to:2arc ctg)"+ const. = - ~* ().) 

for a.e. ).. £ ~1 modi.'. 

In accordance with the previous chapter we call 

the generalized derivative of the integrated spectral 

shift function of {Hl .H01 a spectral shift fWlction of 

the pair {Hl ,H01. We note that the spectral shift function 

is defined up to constant. 

We return to the situation that Ho is selfadjoint. 

Next we generalize the Birman-Krein formula to a pair 

tEl,Hol' where Hl is a maximal dissipative operator and 

Ho is a selfadj oint operator, obeying (J.l). Let aT (.)
1 

be the characteristic fWlction of the Cayley transform 

T 1 of H1• \Ve call the operator-valued fWlction eH C.) 
.1 

defined by 
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(J.16) aH1 (z) aT,<! ~ t ) t 

Im z <.. 0, the characteristic fWlction of the maximal dis

sipative operator • ObViously, the characteristic 


function aH (.) is a contractive analytic 'one on the 

. 1 


lower half plane. Because of ().1) we have eH (z) - I £ 

1 


C rJ., 1('\) for every z of the lower half plane. Hence it 


makes sense to define the complex-valued fWlction 

8 H (z) = det( 0 E (z», Im z <. 0, which is a contractive 

1 1 1 


analytic one, too. Consequently for a.e. >. G 11.. modi.' 

the limits &H ().. ) = lim SH ().. -iy) ex! st. Obviously. 

t' 1 Y'""l +0 1 ~ + i 


we have o",{)..) = = d T ( ~ ) for a.e. 

).. " ~ 1mod l-l. 1 

Theorem 3.}. Let tl:. (), )~).. eN be the family of scattering 

matrices of the scattering system t. ,,{ E1 .Ho; I} obeying 

(3.1) with respect to some spectral representation of H~c. 

Then there" is an integrated spectral shift function S (.) 

of the pair {E1.E } such that ,o

• 
(3.11) detcr (). » "If C).) e -21.i S ().. ) 

Hl 

holds for a.e. )" e N mod 1.\ • 


The proof uses Theorem 2.6 and the 


relation ().15). 


We remark that the contents of Theorem 3.J is very 


similar to the assertions of §4 of (12]. 
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H~~AXaPT X. E5-87-t3 
MaTPHqa pacceRH~R H ~YH~qHR cneKTpanbHoro CABHra 
RAepHoA AHccHnaTHBHoA TeopHH pacceRHHR 

Pa60Ta nOCBR~eHa np06neMe c~eCTBOBaHHR ~YH~qHH cne~TpanbHoro CABHra 
AnR napw C*HMa~X onepaTopoB, OTnH4a~HXCR APyr OT APyra RAepHWM onepaTOpOM. 
M3BecTHo, 4TO ~YHKqHR cne~TpanbHoro CABHra AnR napw YHHTapHWX onepaTopOB Ha 
Ta~o~ CnY4a~, B ~eM, He pacnpocTpaHReTcR H oHa He 06R3aHa c~ecTBoBaTb 
~a~ CYMMHPYBMaR ~YHKqHR. B 4acTHOCTH, 3TO Bne4eT 3a co6o~ TO, 4TO H3BecTHaR 
~pMyna cneAoB He HMeeT MecTa B TaKo~ cHTyaqHH. 05~aeTcR nOAXOA~HM 06pa
30M nOHRTHe ~YHKqHH cne~TpanbHoro cABHra TaK, 4TO OHa 6YAeT CYMMHPYeMaR 
H YAosneTBQPReT BHAOH8MeHeHHo~ ~pMyne cneAoB. nOKa3aHa MOAH~HqHPO.aHHaR 
~pMyna 6HpaMaHa-Kpe~Ha. Bee peaynbTaTW nepeHocRTcR Ha napy MaKcHManbHWX 
AHccHnaTHBHWX pe3onbBeHTHo-~paBHHMwxonepaTopoB. 

Pa60Ta BWnOnHeHa B na6opaTopHH TeOpeTH4eCKO~ $H3HKH OMRM. 
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Neidhardt H. E5-87-13 
Scattering Matrix and Special Shift of the Nuclear 
Dissipative Scattering Theory 

The paper Is devoted to the problem of existence of the spectral shift 
function for a pair of contractions ~hlch differ by a nuclear operator. It 
Is well-known that the usual spectral shift function for a pair of unitary 
operators does not allow an extension to thIs case In general and, moreover, 
the shift function cannot be obtaIned as a summable one. This fact yields 
for Instance that the famous trace formula cannot be verifIed In this situa
tion. In the paper the notion of the spectral shift function Is generalized 
In an appropriate manner such that the shift Is summable and satIsfIes a mo
dIfIed trace formula. Moreover. a modification of the Birman-Krein formula 
Is established. All results are transformed to a pair of maximal dissipative 
operator.s whose resolvent difference belongs to the trace class. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 
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